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Dennis Kelly has been in the drywall trade for 20 years in

Toronto. In that time he’s watched the tools of the trade go

through quite an evolution. The days of a hammer and nails are

long gone and while a hawk and trowel is still preferred by some

finishers (especially those working in highrises), many have

moved up the evolutionary tool ladder a wrung or two.

By the late 1980s Kelly, of Kelly Interiors, and other drywall

contractors like him in Toronto took to mechanical finishing

systems. These systems were great at speeding up mudding pro-

duction by as much as 60 percent over a hawk and trowel.

But after using mechanical sets for many years, a number of

applicators, such as Kelly, are bone and muscle weary from the

physically demanding tools. That is why Kelly turned in his

mechanical set for a pneumatic version just over a year ago. It

is a move he hasn’t regretted. “It’s such a radical change. After

work, I don’t come home tired like I used to.”

Kelly is 52, an age when a drywaller’s career is nearly in the can.

But he figures the pneumatic finisher will prolong his working

life by a couple of years because it is much less physically

demanding than his old mechanical set. While his experience

is anecdotal, the ergonomic study I reported on in the March

2004 issue of AWCI’s Construction Dimensions bears his

experience out.

The study compared the efficiency of pneumatic finishing tools

to that of a hawk and trowel. It found that potential muscu-

loskeletal injury was minimized with pneumatic finishers

because the drywall finishing compound isn’t manually forced

into the joints, but rather pushed in by air.

Kelly, who took part in the study, says while tests were done in

a controlled environment, his experience in the real world has

been equally positive. He has found that with the tool’s acces-

sories, work can be comfortably done on even the most con-

fined job sites. H e uses a 1.5 horsepower compressor attached

to as much as 200 feet of air hose.

From a production standpoint, the pneumatic finisher has cut

about three hours off a typical eight-hour day’s work using a

mechanical set. That savings is partly because the pneumatic

finisher requires only one refilling every 80 linear feet or so. A

mechanical set typically would require filling three times for the

same work. Another advantage is pneumatic finishers have an

accessory to do corner beads, which takes less time than it would

to put mud on a hawk, he points out.

To Kelly’s knowledge there are only two manufacturers of pneu-

matic sets. One is by Apla-Tech, the other by Renegade Tool.

Kelly’s Apla-Tech system with accessories cost $3,500 (U.S.).

“Some of the older guys tell me I’m crazy to spend all that mon-

ey at my age. I tell them I’m not because I figure this equipment

will give me a year or two more to work in the field because it

is much less physically demanding to use.”

Kelly adds that he’s impressed by studies such as the one con-

ducted on the pneumatic finisher. “They are finding things out

about tools they never even thought about 30 years ago. It

proves this system is not just a good buy because it is fast. Your

physical health has to be taken into account as well.”

But convincing an industry wary of new products is a big task.

When talking with other contractors, Kelly hears a lot of

doubters, some who suggest tools like his only help to speed up

a job to its end, leaving drywall finishers unemployed. Kelly

says, “I’ve told them they are looking at this with their eyes

closed. If a contractor completes a project sooner, he’s making

money. If he’s not making money, he won’t be rehiring you.”
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